
Services you can choose from:

Client Domain**

Advanced Training

Helpdesk Support

Providing the client with their own platform, 
giving more control and independence to 
manage their own DSAR requests with the 
support of BSI 

Tailored to the needs and workflow creation 
for administrators and end users

Delivered by BSI Consultants

For your legal team & clients to access the 
software platform

User accounts

Review Software
To Securely preserve, view, search and 
review your data

Handover of Data

Training Support

Simple and cost-effective handover of data 
files including full 

For navigating and reviewing documents 
in the software platform

Workflow which reduces costs by limiting the 
amount of data to be imported into the review 
software platform

When you have a data source that may be com-
mon to multiple DSARs, take advantage of the 
ability to branch out multiple sub platforms from a 

Our best-in-class add on service to help your 
organization with data privacy related issues.

Repository Storage Space Worflow*

Branching Out

Privacy support

* Repository Storage Spaces act as holding areas for larger volumes of data. With more 
limited functionality, Repository Workspaces are used to minimise the amount of data 
to be promoted to the review workspace. These workspaces are charged at a lower rate 
to ease large volumes of data.

** Client Domain Subscriptions include the onboarding and support of the BSI eDiscovery 
team to assist in creating their customised workspace templates and allow Domain 
Administrators to become comfortable in carrying out common administrative tasks such 
as: customizing permissions, creating workspaces, managing users, data processing, 
document imaging and final productions.

Contact us
Call: +44 354 222 1711

Email: cyber@bsigroup.com

Choose your 
DSAR package
To help manage your DSAR requirements, we have 
brought together the right people and technology to 
deliver an efficient end-to-end DSAR solution. Be it a 
one off DSAR case or multiple cases per year, we offer 
bespoke and customizable DSAR package options 
tailored to meet the needs of every organization.

https://www.bsigroup.com/en-GB/our-services/digital-trust/

